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	Supercharge your success by answering the one question everyone cares about, So What?: How to Communicate What Really Matters to Your Audience contains practical techniques, examples, and exercises proven with thousands of winning salespeople, straight from Mark Magnacca, one of the world’s leading sales consultants. 


	 


	It’s tough, but true–the people you’re trying to communicate with, sell to, or convince don’t really care about you. Nor do they care what you’re offering them–until they understand exactly how it’ll benefit them. If you recognize that one hard, cold fact–and you know what to do about it–you’ll make more money, achieve greater success, and even have more fun!


	 


	Magnacca shows you how to answer the “So What?” question brilliantly, every time–no matter who’s asking it or what you’re trying to achieve. This book will transform the way you communicate: You’ll use it every day to get what you want–in business and in life!
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Getting an Investing Game Plan: Creating It, Working It, Winning ItJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for Getting an Investing Game Plan
"I think you’ll find this book valuable. It’s full of great ideas and tangible examples that will show you how to craft a sensible investment plan."
     –From the Foreword by Don Phillips, Managing Director, Morningstar, Inc.      

"This is the best book on...
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Computer Vision Analysis of Image Motion by Variational Methods (Springer Topics in Signal Processing)Springer, 2013

	This book presents a unified view of image motion analysis under the variational framework. Variational methods, rooted in physics and mechanics, but appearing in many other domains, such as statistics, control, and computer vision, address a problem from an optimization standpoint, i.e., they formulate it as the optimization of an objective...
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No More Excuses: The Five Accountabilities for Personal and Organizational GrowthJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Accountability is not a consequence ... it's your competitive advantage!

	

	Early in the Minnesota Twins 2009 exhibition season, Twins manager Ron Gardenhire discovered a note on his desk from Justin Morneau, his star first baseman. It read: "Gardy: I forgot to run sprints after the workouts yesterday; I am...
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Mac OS X Snow Leopard In DepthQue, 2009
You don’t have to see too many of those ubiquitous “Mac versus PC” ads to get the basic idea: Macs are intuitive, easy to use, and they just work. That’s all true, certainly, but it misses something important about the Mac, and particularly about Mac OS X, the Mac operating system: easy is not the same as simple. Easy means...
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Microsoft Office Automation with Visual FoxProHentzenwerke Publishing, 2000
Visual FoxPro developers are used to building large, complex applications using only VFP as their programming environment. But Windows users are demanding more—integration with other applications such as the Microsoft Office suit—Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook. Visual FoxPro can be used to automate—either visually or...
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Computer and Communication NetworksPrentice Hall, 2006
As the number and variety of communication services grow, so do the challenges of designing cost-effective networks that meet the requirements of emerging technologies in wireless, sensor, and mesh networks. Computer and Communication Networks is the first book to offer balanced coverage of all these topics using...
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